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The score can be performed with an audience of  

humans, non-humans, organic and inorganic matter. 

 

text, choreography and performance: KORINA KORDOVA 

 

 

keywords/notions 

 

 
         attention                                                                                                              vitality 
 
 
                                   force 

                     

  gaze                                                                                                      imperceptible 

                                  

                                                                                                decay 

                 imagination                                               asymmetry 

                                  

           

                                             multiplicity 

              

anthropophagy                                                                                               perspective 

                     

 

              lenses 

                                                                                                   in relation to 

 

              

                                            transformation 

            form 

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                  perception                                                                                                                               

 

non-relational 
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six questions for the practitioner 
 
What if the question “What if two bodies can occupy the same space at the same time?” is not only 

a desire to rediscover the world but an opportunity to practice having multiple bodies? 

 

What if movement is how I practice my relationship with my whole body at once in relationship to 

the space where I am dancing, in relationship to each passing moment, in relationship to all visible 

matter and imperceptible forces? 

 

What if everything passes through my body? 

 

What if my choice to surrender the pattern – like in the kene drawings of Amazonian native women 

– comes from a desire to identify patterns, transform them and connect different perceptible and 

imperceptible worlds? 

 

What if the decision of fixing my gaze in a single direction in relation to a specific being when I’m 

dancing is a way of remembering to perceive where I am in order to surrender where I am and 

displace one of my bodies to a different space? 

 

What if how I see while I am dancing, even though such sense is limited, is a means by which 

movement arises without looking for it? 

 

 

 

reminders for my practice 
 
Before activating the score you must follow a preparation that includes meditation, movement and 

breathing practices. 

Practice having multiple bodies by, at times, seeing yourself from the outside. 

Listen to the music and rhythm of your breath. 

Notice where you are and use it. 

There is no “there” to get to. 

Be in relation always. 
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Emotion is motion. 

Remove hesitation and reconsideration. 

All materials are relevant and useful. 

 

When you notice that a pattern has been established – meaning you know what you are doing – 

try to break it by perceiving your body’s knowledge and information from the surrounding 

environment. 

 

 

 

about the drawings 
 
The score appropriates ideas of the Kaxinawa – an indigenous tribe from the Amazon – regarding 

the agency of the drawing. Each of the drawings refer to the relation between my body, other beings 

and all matter in the environment. They function as thresholds between different worlds, speaking 

about the relation between two halves (of the space, body, consciousness). They point towards 

movement and the spaces “in-between”. They are indexes, maps that guide perception rather than 

imitate reality. Drawings are instruments that facilitate the passage from perceiving what is visible  

towards the imperceptible. 
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IT IS MISSING (1) 
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I appear at the edge of the performance site. My behavior is matter-of-fact.  

Before my entrance, I visualize the first drawing in my mind.  

I then choose a human or non-human body present in the space. Only then I decide on my entrance 

site and the direction I will travel in relation to the chosen body, plus where that path will end. 

 

I step into the space and start to walk in a spatial path that embodies the first drawing. The quality 

of the walk embodies space and my desire of how to be perceived in this very moment. The walk 

should last 7 breaths (1 breath = inhale + exhale).  

I stop on the side of the space opposite to where I have entered; facing THE PORTAL through which I 

stepped into the space. 

 

  Note: Nothing about my performance ends  

when I face the portal. 

 

I am held by an IMAGINED CORD linking me to THE PORTAL. 

 

  Note: I deliberately create this space within a space, 

  separating me from the audience. 

 

An ancient voice quietly advises me to remember the bodies that are present as well as the space 

beyond my tightly contained space.  

The ancient voice then tells me it is time to welcome THE BODY OF THE WARRIOR in my stomach.  

 

  Note: The ancient voice is me from 7.000 years ago  

or from 7.000 years in the future – a voice bringing  

the experience from the past or from the future into 

the present. 

 

In response to the guidance received, I welcome THE BODY OF THE WARRIOR. I feel its weight inside 

my stomach. From this moment, how I would like to be perceived becomes irrelevant, for I am already 

becoming another; one still unknown to myself.  

I select the right moment to break the string and notice at once how the inclusion of all categories of 

beings and inorganic matter changes my movement.  

The weight of THE BODY OF THE WARRIOR displaces my own body. I almost surrender to gravity.  

I search for the “almost surrendering” mode by redirecting the weight of our bodies in space. 

I continue moving past the point when I want to stop. 
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Note: my choice to perform this material requires 

catastrophic acts of perception. I associate catastrophic with  

images of destruction, annihilation. The reoccurring patterns  

I need to recognize and deviate from; the knowledge I need to  

temporarily let go of, again and again, is a personal loss of  

tremendous proportion. 

 

The ancient voice advises me to reach stillness. I sense the air washing my body from every direction. 

My gaze is shifting ranges letting forms sink in. I begin to allow the soft tissues to decompose. I try to 

sense the length of my first vertebrae by making small movements with my head. I allow the rest of 

my body to respond. As my skull is being washed across by the air, there’s a dance happening on my 

face.  

 

I let the dance on my face to run down my whole body. This dance is able to clean my bones. I send 

out all unnecessary matter through several long exhales.  

When not streaming from and to the environment, my body may briefly almost return to its state 

before entering the space.  

Most of the time, it is shifting between being me, the warrior and the big tree. 

 

Note: This dance is about the humans, the animals, the trees,  

the inorganic matter, the physical space, the invisible forces and  

the worlds beyond. 

 

  Note: As I perform, I try to avoid making the images I  

describe in language recognizable as movement material. 

 

As an ANCIENT MOVING TREE, my body cleans its inner surfaces by ballooning the lungs. I sense the 

diaphragm at the bottom of the lungs, just above the body of the warrior.  

As my breathing becomes more intense, it can make my body expand and contract.  

My breathing develops into a wordless song that arises from and combines vitality and decay into a 

single melody that resonates through my bones. 

 

Note: I hear the song as my voice leaves my body. I am  

  intentionally unguarded.  
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Note: I am not translating the written language into  

movement, i.e., vitality and decay. I actually aspire toward a 

  bodily speechlessness by noticing my visual field, which  

includes what I can and cannot see, as well as minute 

associative instances that rise spontaneously. 

 

 

 
THE GATHERING (2) 

 

While singing, I visualize the second drawing. The song’s duration is determined by how much time is 

required for it to impress itself on my body and the space’s memory. The phrasing of the song can 

expand and contract. I may attach rhythmic movement to it. 
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  Note: transforming breathing into sound and voice is a way 

  for me to engage my perception of space and time. 

 

Gradually, my voice fades out, revealing the rhythm of my breath. 

 

I develop an AIR DANCE based on the notions of inflating, deflating, expanding, condensing and 

pulsating. Once the dance has been established, I begin to navigate a path through the space based 

on the second drawing. 

 

  Note: I strongly maintain the role of choreographer,  

overseeing the particularity of the path I travel and making  

choices of how to displace myself while observing my body  

from the outside. 

 

Note: After consuming the body of the warrior I have gained new 

knowledge and every movement that happens is exactly what is  

needed. No reason for hesitation and reconsideration. 

 

The sound of my breath fades out and my movement goes on trying to keep an uneven rhythm. 

Finally, I let my dance transform by zooming in and zooming out with my gaze. 

I perceive pulsation in one part of my body and transfer it to a different part, until the dance can be 

clearly noticed in each limited body part, one at a time.  

When this is established, I move across the space in a straight line, up to the threshold between  

where I am and the Land of No Evil. 

 

Arriving at the destination, I have 1 minute to turn in place a single time without moving slowly or 

continuously. I perform vitality and decay in restraint and “almost sing” the wordless song on 2 or 3 

occasions during the turn. 

 

Note: my head is free to look anywhere I want to, my eyes 

can be open or closed. My gaze may take any range. 

 

If the “almost singing” turn is like a lock unlocking, then MAGIC is my deliverance into space after 1 

minute. 
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  Note: I accept any movement that arises spontaneously 

  and call it MAGIC. 

 

MAGIC is spontaneous movement that develops from the healing power of my hands. My hands 

enchant the air by moving its molecules. But my hands are not working alone, their MAGIC resonates 

and guide me through a straight line crossing the space.  

 

MAGIC is also how I manage the choreographic tools I need to maintain my interest.  

Those tools are my body’s porosity, my feeling of time through my breath, my perception of space, 

the perception of my movement as music, and my ability to connect to the imperceptible by means 

of my practice of performance. 

 

Note: During this movement it is helpful to enlarge 

  my perception of space beyond a 200m ratio. 

 

  Note: MAGIC comes easily. Maybe it is because of what is  

required to survive as a dancer in contemporary western  

culture.  

 

Note: I neither hurry nor linger. 
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 LIGHTENING (3) 
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COMPLEXITY arises. I play havoc with how I perceive time and how I perceive space rather than 

creating complex body movement in the sense of virtuosity. COMPLEXITY should arise from a sort of 

virtuosity of attention.  

I experience so by practicing perception juggling with affect, sensation, movement, intensity, 

tendency, habit, chaos by means of relating to nature-culture and matter within the network I 

participate in. 

 

Note: If I can manage my perception of time and space 

  to inform my body, then I do not have to think about  

what movement to do next. What I mean by my perception 

of time is that it is passing.  

 

Note: I can allow myself to be seduced by anything, anyone, 

any force. But as soon as I realize what I am doing; I drop or  

transform the experience into a new one.  
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LINES OF ATTENTION (4) 
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THE LAST RAIN FOREST (5) 

 

 

I perform a natural habitat, a contemporary natural habitat, THE LAST RAIN FOREST.  

Without creating THE LAST RAIN FOREST, I notice it wherever I am. 

 

  Note: I attend to my perception of space and time in order  

to distract myself from predetermining the outcome of this 

choreographic direction. Different instances and humanities 

of THE LAST RAIN FOREST appear and disappear as I dance. 
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A multiplicity of OBJECTS reveals themselves in THE LAST RAIN FOREST.  

I perform one view of each object, one at a time for evoking their invisible forces.  

THE LAST RAIN FOREST and OBJECTS alternate their appearances.  

As in COMPLEXITY, the duration of the two directions is challenging. 

 

Note: I do not create OBJECTS. I learn their attributes from 

my body and from my ancient voice and actually take pleasure 

in identifying the OBJECTS for myself in each performance. 

 

Note: I remember to notice that my whole body is  

producing unimaginable instances of specificity. 

 

I start spinning in place at the center of the performance space while lifting my arms gradually, 

building up my torso.  

This action signifies the construction and architecture of A TRANSFORMATION SITE.  

 

  Note: I am A TRANSFORMATION SITE and to perform as such requires 

  the catastrophic loss of how I otherwise perceive myself. 

 

A TRANSFORMATION SITE is never completed. It has instances of completion.  

The first occurs when my fingers touch overhead. I celebrate each “almost completion” by letting a 

sound rise up and out of me. 

 

  Note: I notice the feedback from my whole body 

as it allows the sound to move it towards the following. 

 

I return to the first instance of completion when my fingers touch overhead.  

I take a deep breath and hold it as long as I can, trying to prevent transformation from happening.  

Unable to hold the fixity, A TRANSFORMATION SITE collapses. My hands, still touching, drop before 

their eyes. I contemplate reverberation. 

 

My arms begin to look for the forms existing on the skin of Yube, the sucuri snake 

who teaches women how to draw.  

I start to build up a bounce. The bounce develops into shaking that goes on until all the music that 

only I can hear fades out.  
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  Note: I displace myself using the ground during the shaking 

 

When the shaking has disappeared, I perceive the vibration in my still bones.  

Then I cover my head with the hammock that belonged to me when I was still alive. It’s time to bury  

myself with my feet facing the nearest spring.  

I tiptoe towards THE BURIAL SITE, not wanting to disrupt the space already created – a task I hold in 

high regard.  

 

Upon arrival, I rest in a small spot inside my skull. I go to the cloud level. Then I move beyond that. 

I return to my body; my mass and the earth’s mass call to each other.  

I bury myself. 

 

When I imagine a spatial stillness, the fingertips of each hand instantaneously attach to two different 

points on my body, creating a sculptural resemblance to THE BLACK ANT TOTEM, which I may be the 

only person in the world to realize.  

 

When the totem is “almost solid” I begin the rapid breath of fire.  

I go on until I notice an energy that is beginning to move and rise from the base of my spine.  

I let the energy rise and move THE BLACK ANT TOTEM away from THE BURIAL SITE.  

My fingers are still attached to two different points of my body. 

 

The energy that is rising causes my basically upright torso to move in-between undulating  

and bouncing, getting in and out of the rhythm of the drumming and chanting music only  

I can hear.  

I incrementally rise both arms towards the sky without anyone noticing it… 

while continuing to maintain the movement of the totem pole/ music beat.  

In this manner, I keep myself alert.  

When I reach the right spot in space, a stay there for a moment.  

When my right arm relaxes completely, my left hand spreads its fingers in multiple directions, 

staying in the air. 
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I imagine, but don’t do it: I say “we have never been modern” (Latour). 

With my left hand still in the air, I leave time for the Latour quote to sink in. 

 

Note: At this stage of my research, I still do not fully  

understand what Latour’s quote means. I let the 

“almost unknown” sink into my body. 

 

I begin to lower my left hand very slowly.  

After a couple of seconds, I start to walk backwards, changing directions and without knowing where 

the path will end.  

When my hand is down, I stop walking backwards and begin circling both arms from back to front, 

which may (or not) lead me to jump repeatedly. 
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A 7.000-YEAR-OLD VILLAGE (6) 

 

 

I make a decision on when to stop unexpectedly and perform a generous instant of A 7.000-YEAR-

OLD VILLAGE – primarily still.  

I am multiple instances of A 7000-YEAR-OLD VILLAGE before sunrise, while it is still dark and quiet. 

At first depend on the image: the sixth drawing. Then I get rid of it. This is not a narrative.  

This image represents A 7.000-YEAR-OLD VILLAGE or "convex hulls" of travel paths in relation to the 

score. A convex hull is a shape formed by connecting the outmost points of a dataset like a rubber 

band that is wrapped around it. 
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The fingers of both of my hands begin to somehow flicker around my body with economic energy 

few seconds before I start to create a barely audible humming sound.  

 

I depend on the imagery, but I get rid of it as soon as I remember to notice that my whole body is 

producing unimaginable instances of specificity.  

It is the same for a particular utensil, crafted tool or ornament – an UNRECOGNIZABLE 3D PRINTED 

BIOPLASTIC OBJECT in a 7.000-year-old village.  

I learn the object’s attributes from my body.  

I explore several surfaces and nuances of an UNRECOGNIZABLE 3D PRINTED BIOPLASTIC OBJECT.  

 

The village stands on an exuberant and unpredictable ground. I travel through a single path, in 

several directions at once.  

The landscape is limitless. Think sand, then forget sand. Think mud, then forget mud.  

The movements of my hips, legs, knees and feet move to take my body over the obstacles. 

 

  Note: The movement is not difficult nor require much effort 

  just because I use the word “obstacles”. 

 

  Note: I continue aspiring toward a bodily speechlessness so  

  that I can notice an appreciate the abundance of materiality 

  that can surface momentarily. 

 

I mend the field and reconnect loose ends of invisible forces. 

 

  Note: I accept any movement that arises spontaneously 

  and call it MAGIC. 

 

I build a road with my feet, designing its surface.  

With my feet, I’m opening a road through THE LAST RAIN FOREST. My work is clear, without rest.  

I create a rhythmic sound, like the engine of a gigantic machine that tears down very old trees.  

My arms are free to describe the surfaces of the engine and/or to float on the wave sounds. 

 

  Note: I strongly maintain the role of a choreographer, 

overseeing the design element of the road. I think of 

the road’s surface as a mosaic that will never be finished. 
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I turn and turn and turn, as many times as I remain interested in doing it, bringing together loose ends 

of invisible forces.  

By concentrating all these forces I recreate A TRANSFORMATION SITE in one of the spots where the 

road is unfinished.  

The whirling is happening in my perception of the whole space. My body is just one element. 

 

I take a deep breath and hold it as long as I can, trying to prevent transformation from happening.  

Unable to hold the fixity, A TRANSFORMATION SITE collapses.  

My hands, still touching, drop before their eyes. I contemplate reverberation.  

And I was not able to prevent transformation this time.  

It goes on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This score was written taking as a starting point the solo dance score “No Time to Fly” (2010) by 

choreographer Deborah Hay. It is the first procedure in the development of my artistic research 

between November 2019 and June 2020. It is first step in a methodological process that intends 

to use the feedback loop between writing a score and activating it in order to rewrite it from an 

embodied understanding of its performative potential. Elements of works by artists Steve 

Paxton (The Small Dance) and Jeanine Durning were both sources and inspiration for writing the 

score. All the drawings are modified images from the “Motion Bank” documentation  

of “No Time to Fly”. They represent overlapped spatial patterns of three performers activating 

the score in different instances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


